RESOURCES FOR TEACHING NUMERACY IN GRADES 1-3

DO YOU HAVE THEM?

LAYERING SOLID FOUNDATIONS FOR LEARNING

For the walls

Number line

Number frieze with:
- Cardinal value cards
- Matching pictures
- Dots arrays
- Number names
- Height chart
- Calendar
- Large Number square
- Working clock
- 24 - hour desk clock

For each learner

- Individual number squares
- Counters
- Spinners
- Number dice
- Place value or flash cards
- Individual small abacus
- Small White boards and pens or small chalk-boards and chalk

Resources for the teacher

- 2-D shapes, e.g. pattern blocks tangrams; cardboard cut-outs
- 3-D objects, e.g. blocks, collection of different shaped boxes
- Collection of containers of different shapes and sizes
- Tape measures
- Bathroom scale
- Plastic Balance scale
- Teacher’s abacus
- Dice
- Coloured sticks of different lengths or sticks for measurement bundling into HTUs
- Coloured beads and threads
- Geoboards/pegboards
- Grid paper
- Plastic measuring containers for capacity

Additional resources

- Playing cards
- Dominoes
- Board games
- Lego or other construction apparatus
- Container to keep apparatus in
- Pin-up board
- Posters